INTRODUCTION

Accessing the exact peripheral set, utilizing a smaller package and reducing the board layout complexity are some of the benefits when a microcontroller has the capability to map its digital peripherals to a wide range of I/O pins. The Peripheral Pin Select (PPS) module in Microchip’s 8-bit microcontroller provides this capability statically after code initialization or dynamically throughout during code execution. This technical brief describes the PPS features, method of configuration and mapping flexibility of PPS for both PIC16F and PIC18F microcontroller devices.

PPS IN PIC16F DEVICES

The PPS module selects which digital input or output of a peripheral goes in and out to a microcontroller pin. Figure 1 shows the PPS block diagram for the PIC16F devices. It is basically composed of multiplexers and control registers. In the input section, the pins are multiplexed to the input of a certain peripheral. In the output section, the different peripheral outputs are multiplexed to the pins of the microcontroller. The PPS control registers map the different peripheral functions and pins.

The PPS varies for each microcontroller device. Some devices have full PPS capability, where every remappable peripheral input or output functions can be placed on any I/O pins of the microcontroller. Other devices have a reduced version of PPS where the remappable peripheral functions can only be mapped to specific pins. Refer to the respective device data sheets for more information.
PIC16F PPS INPUT SELECTION

In Figure 2, the Peripheral xxx Input Selection (xxxPPS) register controls which pin would be connected to the input of the peripheral. The notation “xxx” describes the type of peripheral input. By default, the register is preloaded with a 5-bit field value, which means that each digital input is initially tied to a specific pin. Modifying this register changes the connection of the peripheral to another pin.

FIGURE 2: INPUT SELECTION DIAGRAM

For example, the RC4 pin can be assigned to the COGIN input of the Complementary Output Generator peripheral. See code in Example 1.

EXAMPLE 1: ASSIGNING THE RC4 PIN TO THE COGIN INPUT

/*RC4 is selected as COGIN of PIC16F1716*/
COGINPPS=0b10100

PIC16F PPS OUTPUT SELECTION

In Figure 3, the pin Rxy Output Source Selection (RxyPPS) register controls which peripheral output would be connected to a particular pin. The notation “Rxy” refers to any pin of the microcontroller. By default, this register holds a 5-bit field value of 00h, which ties the Rxy pin to LATxy. Modifying this register disconnects Rxy from LATxy and connects it to the output of other peripherals.

FIGURE 3: OUTPUT SELECTION DIAGRAM

To prevent unwanted changes to the PPS registers, the PPS1WAY fuse in the CONFIG2 register can be set to lock the PPS registers permanently. When the PPS1WAY is enabled, the PPSLOCKED bit can only be set once in software, thus preventing any more changes on the PPS registers. The code in Example 4 shows how PPS1WAY can be enabled.

EXAMPLE 4: ENABLING THE PPS1WAY FUSE

#pragma config PPS1WAY = ON

The PWM output of the Capture Compare PWM (CCP1) peripheral can be assigned to RB1. See code in Example 2.

EXAMPLE 2: ASSIGNING THE CCP1 PWM OUTPUT TO THE RB1 PIN

/*RB1 is selected as CCP1PWM of PIC16F1716*/
RB1PPS=0b01100;

PIC16F PPS UNLOCK/LOCK MECHANISM

It is necessary that the PPS registers must be unlocked first before modifications can be made on the registers. Unlocking or locking of PPS registers are done through a special code sequence that clears or sets the PPSLOCKED bit. See the code in Example 3.

EXAMPLE 3: CODE SEQUENCE FOR UNLOCKING/LOCKING THE PIC16F PPS REGISTERS

//disable interrupts
//unlock the PPS registers for changes
GIE = 0;
PPSLOCK = 0x55;
PPSLOCK = 0xAA;
PPSLOCK = 0;

/*Place code here for Peripheral Pin Selection, write to PPS registers*/

//lock PPS registers
//re-enable interrupts
PPSLOCK = 0x55;
PPSLOCK = 0xAA;
PPSLOCK = 1;
GIE = 1;

/*RC4 is selected as COGIN of PIC16F1716*/
COGINPPS=0b10100

/*RB1 is selected as CCP1PWM of PIC16F1716*/
RB1PPS=0b01100;
PPS IN PIC18F DEVICES

The PPS for PIC18F devices has a different implementation than that of the PIC16F devices. The control registers and the pin have different naming, as shown in Figure 4. The peripheral pin mapping can be done through reconfigurable pins labeled as RPn. The PPS input register RPINRx selects which pins goes to a peripheral input while the PPS output register RPORx selects which peripheral output function goes to an RPn pin.

FIGURE 4: PPS BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR PIC18F DEVICES

PIC18F PPS INPUT SELECTION

The RPINRx register controls which pin can be mapped to specific peripheral input. A value must be written on the RPINRx to select the RPn pin that can be connected to the input of the peripheral. The RPINRx holds a default 5-bit field value of 0b11111. This ties all the input of remappable peripherals to initially RP31.

The code in Example 5 shows how to assign RP2 as the FLT0 PWM Fault Input pin of the Enhanced Capture Compare PWM (ECCP1) peripheral. This can be done by making RP2 a digital input pin and loading RPINR24 (the register associated with FLT0) with a decimal value of 2.

EXAMPLE 5: ASSIGNING THE RP2 PIN TO THE FLT0 INPUT

/*RP2(RA5) goes to FLT0 of ECCP1 PWM of PIC18F47J13*/
RPINR24 = 2;
PIC18F PPS OUTPUT SELECTION

The RPORx register controls which peripheral output can be mapped to a particular RPn pin. A value must be written on the RPORx to select the peripheral output that can be connected to that pin. RPORx holds a default 5-bit value of 0b00000 or null, which means that the pin is disconnected to any of the remappable peripheral outputs.

The RP15 pin can be assigned as the CCP1 PWM output. This can be done by configuring RP15 as digital output and writing the RPOR15 (the register associated with RP15) with a decimal value that corresponds to CCP1/P1A output function (see the code in Example 6).

EXAMPLE 6: ASSIGNING THE CCP1/P1A TO THE RP15 PIN

```c
/*CCP1/P1A (Output Function 14) is remapped to pin RP15 of PIC18F47J13*/
RPOR15 = 14;
```

TABLE 1: RECONFIGURABLE PIN GROUPING FOR PIC18F97J94

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>Group 4n</th>
<th>Group 4n+1</th>
<th>Group 4n+2</th>
<th>Group 4n+3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>RP0</td>
<td>RP1</td>
<td>RP2</td>
<td>RP3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>RP4</td>
<td>RP5</td>
<td>RP6</td>
<td>RP7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>RP8</td>
<td>RP9</td>
<td>RP10</td>
<td>RP11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>RP12</td>
<td>RP13</td>
<td>RP14</td>
<td>RP15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>RP16</td>
<td>RP17</td>
<td>RP18</td>
<td>RP19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>RP20</td>
<td>RP21</td>
<td>RP22</td>
<td>RP23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>RP24</td>
<td>RP25</td>
<td>RP26</td>
<td>RP27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>RP28</td>
<td>RP29</td>
<td>RP30</td>
<td>RP31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>RP32</td>
<td>RP33</td>
<td>RP34</td>
<td>RP35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>RP36</td>
<td>RP37</td>
<td>RP38</td>
<td>RP39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>RP40</td>
<td>RP41</td>
<td>RP42</td>
<td>RP43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>RP44</td>
<td>RP45</td>
<td>RP46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The control registers in PPS-Lite contain two values. The RPINRx input register holds two 4-bit fields. Each bit field is associated with a peripheral input for the pin selection. For example, in the PIC18F97J94, the RPINRx register controls both the ECCP1 Capture input and the FLT0 input. RPINRx<7:4> maps ECCP1 Capture to pins from “Group 4n+3” and RPINRx<3:0> maps FLT0 input to pins from “Group 4n.”

Loading RPINRx<7:4> with 0h assigns ECCP1 Capture input to RP0. Writing RPINRx<3:0> with 0h assigns FLT0 input to RP3. ECCP1 peripheral is from Group 4n and FLT0 belongs to Group 4n+3. This is shown in the code in Example 7. Refer to the PIC18F97J94 data sheet for the complete list of RPINRx registers and available functions.

EXAMPLE 7: MAPPING PINS TO INPUT FUNCTIONS IN PIC18F DEVICES HAVING PPS-LITE

```c
//ECCP1 Capture to RP0
RPINRx<7:4> = 0x0;

//FLT0 to RP3
RPINRx<3:0> = 0x0;
```

The RPORx output register also contains two 4-bit fields that correspond to the two RPn pins. For example, the RPORx<7:4> is associated to RP0 of “Group 4n” while RPORx<3:0> to RP1 of “Group 4n+1.” The value of these bit fields selects the corresponding peripheral output that is in the group. The code in Example 8 illustrates the selection for RP0, RP1, RP2, and RP3 as the P1D, P1C, P1B and...
EXAMPLE 8: MAPPING PINS TO INPUT FUNCTIONS IN PIC18F DEVICES HAVING PPS-LITE

```c
/*P1D (Function 5) output is remapped to pin RP0*/
RPOR0_1bits.RPOR0R = 0x5;

/*P1C (Function 5) output is remapped to pin RP1*/
RPOR0_1bits.RPOR1R = 0x5;

/*P1B (Function 6) output is remapped to pin RP2*/
RPOR2_3bits.RPOR2R = 0x6;

/*P1A (Function 4) output is remapped to pin RP3*/
RPOR2_3bits.RPOR3R = 0x4;
```

### PIC18F PPS UNLOCK/LOCK MECHANISM

The PPS registers can only be modified by first clearing the IOLOCK bit. IOLOCK can be cleared by writing 55h and AAh to the EECON2 register then applying the changes to the PPS registers. To lock the PPS registers, IOLOCK must be set through the same code sequence as shown in the code in Example 9.

### EXAMPLE 9: CODE SEQUENCE FOR UNLOCKING/LOCKING THE PIC18F PS REGISTERS

```c
GIE = 0;
EECON2 = 0x55;
EECON2 = 0xAA;
IOLOCK = 0;

/*Place code here for PPS*/

EECON2 = 0x55;
EECON2 = 0xAA;
IOLOCK = 1;
GIE = 1;
```

An IOL1WAY fuse allows the IOLOCK bit to be set only once in software. It protects the PPS registers from unintentional changes that can happen during software revisions or software debug. The code in Example 10 shows how IOL1WAY can be enabled.

### EXAMPLE 10: ENABLING THE IOL1WAY FUSE

```c
#pragma config IOL1WAY = ON
```

### PPS FLEXIBLE MAPPING

When using PPS, mapping flexibility can be achieved. PPS can expand the range of functions of a digital input pin and can also output a single digital function on multiple pins.

Two or more input functions can be defined on a single pin through the routing of the digital signal to different peripheral inputs. A single event can trigger several peripheral functions like shutting down a PWM signal while capturing a timed event through the use of only one input pin.

The PPS also allows the same digital output signal of a peripheral to be made available on multiple pins simultaneously. For example, an SPI, COG or PWM peripheral output signal may be replicated without the use of external buffer or added code. This functionality can be used for applications that require an output signal to be routed to different sections of a circuit or a system.

For example, the code in Example 11 illustrates the mapping flexibility of the PIC16F's PPS module. The code sets the pin RB0 to serve both as COGIN shutdown and CCP2 capture input. Then, it outputs COG1A signals on RC0 and RC7, COG1B signals on RC1 and RC6, COG1C signals on RC2 and RC5, and COG1D signals on RC3 and RC4. An active-low input on RB0 will trigger shut down on the eight COG signals while at the same time, capturing the values of a Timer register. Figure 5 shows the internal peripheral-pin connections.
EXAMPLE 11: MAPPING FLEXIBILITY OF PERIPHERALS AND PINS ON A PIC16F DEVICE

/* RB0 becomes an input pin for both COGIN and CCP2 Capture Input of PIC16F1716 */
TRISB0 = 1; // RB0 becomes an input pin
ANSB0 = 0; // RB0 is a digital input pin
COGINPPS = 0b01000; // RB0 is selected as COGIN
CCP2PPS = 0b01000; // RB0 is selected as CCP2 Capture Input

// Remappable COG output signals overrides TRIS control
RC0PPS = 0b01000; // RC0 is selected as COG1A
RC7PPS = 0b01000; // RC7 is selected as COG1A
RC1PPS = 0b01001; // RC1 is selected as COG1B
RC6PPS = 0b01001; // RC6 is selected as COG1B
RC2PPS = 0b01010; // RC2 is selected as COG1C
RC5PPS = 0b01010; // RC5 is selected as COG1C
RC3PPS = 0b01101; // RC3 is selected as COG1D
RC4PPS = 0b01111; // RC4 is selected as COG1D

FIGURE 5: MULTIPLE INPUT FUNCTIONS AND MULTIPLE OUTPUT PINS ON A PIC16F DEVICE

![Diagram of multiple input functions and output pins on a PIC16F device]
The code in Example 12 shows the PPS mapping flexibility for the PIC18F devices. It sets the pin RP2 to serve two functions, as FLT0 fault input of ECCP1 and as CCP1 Capture input. It creates three ECCP1/P1A PWM signals on RP16, RP17, and RP18. An active-low signal on RP2 will shut down the three replicated CCP1/P1A PWM signals and capture the contents of the internal Timer. Figure 6 illustrates the internal peripheral-pin connections.

**EXAMPLE 12: MAPPING FLEXIBILITY OF PERIPHERALS AND PINS ON A PIC18F DEVICE**

```
TRISAbits.TRISA5 = 1; // make RP2 (RA5) an input
ANCON0bits.PCFG4 = 1; // make RP2 (RA5) a digital input, disable analog input AN4
RPINR24 = 2; // RP2 (RA5) goes to FLT0 of ECCP1 PWM
RPINR8 = 2; // RP2 (RA5) goes to CCP2 Capture Input
TRISC = 0; // make PORTC as output
LATC = 0; // clear PORTC first
RPOR16 = 14; // ECCP1/P1A (Function 14) output is remapped to pin RP16 (RC5)
RPOR17 = 14; // ECCP1/P1A (Function 14) output is remapped to pin RP17 (RC6)
RPOR18 = 14; // ECCP1/P1A (Function 14) output is remapped to pin RP18 (RC7)
```

**FIGURE 6: MULTIPLE INPUT FUNCTIONS AND MULTIPLE OUTPUT PINS ON A PIC18F DEVICE**
USING THE MPLAB® CODE CONFIGURATOR FOR PERIPHERAL PIN SELECTION

The MPLAB® Code Configurator (MCC) provides a quick and easy method of configuring and initializing different peripherals, including the PPS. It includes a visual approach on selecting the pin for peripheral input/output. A click on a blue lock symbol on a pin from the Pin Manager window of the MCC selects that particular pin. Clicking the Generate Code button automatically creates the needed code. The pin_manager.c file contains all the information regarding the pins.

The following procedure shows how to use the MPLAB Code Configurator for assigning pin functions in the PIC16F1716 device. In this example, the pin functions for the PIC16F1716’s COG peripheral will be assigned to the following pins: COG1A on RC0, COG1B on RC1, COG1C on RC2, COG1D on RC3, CCP1 PWM out on RC5 and COGIN on RC4.

1. On the main MPLABX project, go to Tools- >Embedded->MPLAB Code Configurator, see Figure 7.

2. After selecting the COG and CCP1 PWM from the Device Resources area, go into the Pin Manager window. There is a list of possible pin assignments for each peripheral (see Figure 8). Note that an available pin for the peripheral is displayed as an open blue lock.
3. Select the pins, COG1D on RC3, COG1C on RC2, COG1B on RC1, COG1A on RC0, CCP1 output on RC5, COGIN on RC4, by just clicking on the respective lock for that pin. Once selected, the lock closes and turns green. Observe the change in name on the pin diagrams from the Pin Manager window. This is shown in Figure 9.

4. Click the **Generate Code** Button on the top left corner of the Composer Area (See Figure 10). This will add a `pin_manager.c` file to the MPLAB X project. The code in Example 13 shows the generated `pin_manager.c` file, in which the PPS is configured automatically.
FIGURE 10: GENERATE CODE BUTTON ON THE COMPOSER AREA

EXAMPLE 13: PIN MANAGER.C FILE GENERATED BY MPLAB® CODE CONFIGURATOR

GIE = 0;
PSPLOCK = 0x55;
PSPLOCK = 0xAA;
PSPLOCK = 0x00; // unlock PPS
RC0PPSbits.RC0PPS = 0x08; // RC0->COG:COG1A
RC1PPSbits.RC1PPS = 0x09; // RC1->COG:COG1B
RC2PPSbits.RC2PPS = 0x0A; // RC2->COG:COG1C
RC3PPSbits.RC3PPS = 0x0B; // RC3->COG:COG1D
COGINPPSbits.COGINPPS = 0x14; // RC4->COG:COGIN
RC5PPSbits.RC5PPS = 0x0C; // RC5->CCP1:CCP1
PSPLOCK = 0x55;
PSPLOCK = 0xAA;
PSPLOCK = 0x01; // lock PPS
GIE = state;

CONCLUSION

The Peripheral Pin Select (PPS) increases the flexibility of the Microchip’s 8-bit microcontrollers by providing an option for the developer to customize pin layouts of the device. This technical brief highlights the advantage of PPS and gives an overview on how PPS is configured and implemented for 8-bit MCUs.
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<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>Kaohsiung</td>
<td>886-7-213-7828</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>Bangkok</td>
<td>66-2-694-1351</td>
<td>66-2-694-1350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ASIA/PACIFIC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>Fax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>Duluth, GA</td>
<td>678-957-9614</td>
<td>678-957-1455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin, TX</td>
<td>512-257-3370</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>774-760-0007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Itasca, IL</td>
<td>630-285-0071</td>
<td>630-285-0075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>Independence, OH</td>
<td>216-447-0464</td>
<td>216-447-0643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>Addison, TX</td>
<td>972-818-7423</td>
<td>972-818-2924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>Novi, MI</td>
<td>248-848-4000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston, TX</td>
<td>281-894-5983</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indianapolis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noblesville, IN</td>
<td>Tel: 317-773-8323</td>
<td>Fax: 317-777-5453</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>Mission Viejo, CA</td>
<td>949-462-9523</td>
<td>949-462-9608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, NY</td>
<td>631-435-6000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Jose, CA</td>
<td>408-735-9110</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada - Toronto</td>
<td>Tel: 905-673-0699</td>
<td>Fax: 905-673-6509</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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